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a b s t r a c t

Organic-inorganic hybrid formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) perovskite has shown

tremendous attention in recently developed photovoltaics and optelectronic devices.

However, it suffers from structural instability complications, particularly the spontaneous

phase transition from a dark color photoactive perovskite phase (a-FAPbI3) to a yellow color

photo-inactive phase (d-FAPbI3) at room temperature. To stabilize the photoactive a-FAPbI3,

several methods were employed, including compositional engineering, 2D layer deposition

on the surface, and solvent engineering method. In this communication, we have proposed

a facile sequential rapid annealing method to produce the photoactive a-FAPbI3 perovskite

on an industrial scale, which is highly stable at room temperature. The structural,

morphological, compositional, and optical properties of the perovskite were studied using

X-ray diffraction (XRD), UVevisible absorption, Laser Raman, thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA), and field emission electron microscopy with elemental analysis (FE-SEM & EDAX).

The strong characteristic diffraction peaks of cubic structure in XRD showed the proposed

additives free preparation method is more adaptable for the preparation of high quality a-

FAPbI3 perovskite for optoelectronic applications.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs)

have fascinated extensive attention due to their continuous
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increase in performance in a short period, and recently

certified maximum power conversion efficiency (PCE) has

reached up to 25.2% [1,2]. Such an excellent development is

due to the very narrow bandgap, the long charge carrier

diffusion length and high absorption coefficient, and the
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advantages of easy solution processing of perovskite mate-

rials to devices [3e5]. Among the existing organic-inorganic

hybrid perovskites, the formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3)

perovskite has attracted significant attention because of

numerous advantages such as larger and thermally stable

organic formamidinium (FA) cation which can substitute the

unstable methylammonium (MA) cation, the narrow bandgap

of FAPbI3 permits for near-infrared absorption, and FAPbI3 has

an elevated decomposition temperature. The FAPbI3 is the

most capable perovskite material for high-efficiency solar

cells due to its tunable bandgap (1.5e1.4 eV), low exciton

binding energy (<50 mV), high absorption coefficient in the

range of 104e105 cm�1, and long diffusion length of charge

carrier (0.1e1.0 mm) [6,7].

Even though methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3;

CH3NH3PbI3) is the widely explored hybrid perovskite for

solar cell uses [8e12], superior activity in terms of photo-

voltaic efficiency is found FAPbI3 (CH(NH2)2PbI3). This is

owing both to a smaller bandgap of FAPbI3 and to the fact

that the FAþ ion, despite a shorter electric dipole concerning

MAþ, has a much greater quadrupole and quicker reor-

ientation dynamics that better screen the photoexcited

carriers, improving their lifetime [13]. Moreover, the FAPbI3
has better stability than MAPbI3 at high temperatures.

However, it is challenging to prepare room temperature

stable photoactive FAPbI3 thin films or powders required for

solar cells or optoelectronic applications. It obtained only

the yellow phase (photoinactive phase) using the standard
Fig. 1 e (a) Schematic representation of a-FAPbI3 phase stabiliz

powder color variation before and after sintering.
chemical methods. To date, most of the research efforts on

FA-based perovskite materials emphases on the stabiliza-

tion of a-FAPbI3 structure at a comparatively lower

temperature.

In order to produce the photoactive a-FAPbI3 perovskite

structure, in this work, we have applied a facile method that

rapid annealing process to fabricate the stable perovskite

powder. Since the FAPbI3 perovskite powders are well crys-

talline, it can be used for a long time in the laboratory for

photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications. But the pre-

cursors (FAþ and PbI2) of the perovskites are not stable due to

its hygroscopic nature. Interestingly, the perovskite powder

preparation approach is more advantageous for reproduc-

ibility of solar cell activity than the precursors directly mixing

method because the underlying non-stoichiometry of the

subsequent perovskite film can be eluded [7]. For comparison

purposes, the perovskites were prepared by one-step and two-

step rapid annealing method and then evaluated the phase

changes, microstructural variation, and optical bandgap

modification.
2. Experimental method

2.1. Chemicals

Lead (II) iodide 99% (PbI2), hydroiodic acid (HI), formamidine

acetate, hydroiodic acid (HI), chlorobenzene (CB) and
ation process by rapid annealing method, (b) Perovskite
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dimethylformamide were acquired from SigmaeAldrich and

used as received.

2.2. Synthesis of formamidinium iodide (CH(NH2)2I)

Formamidinium iodide (FAI) crystals were obtained by react-

ing 5 g of formamidine acetate with 10ml HI in a beaker at 0 �C
for 2 h with vigorous stirring. The colloidal solution with

brown color crystals was then washed using diethyl ether

several times until the crystals become bright white. After

that, the solution was vacuum evaporated at 100 �C for 24 at

ambient conditions.

2.3. FAPbI3 perovskites preparation

The sample preparation method is schematically demon-

strated in Fig. 1(a). Typically, perovskite precursor was ob-

tained by mixing of 1:1 M ratio of FAI and PbI2 in N, N-

dimethylmethanamide (DMF) solvent. At the first step, the

perovskite solution was slowly dropped on the aluminium foil

surface, which was kept on a hot plate at 170 �C for 5 min.

When dropped on the hot aluminium foil, the yellow color

solution was rapidly turned into dark color powder by evap-

oration of the solvents, indicating the formation of a-FAPbI3
perovskite. After 5 min, when the aluminium foil was sud-

denly cooled down to room temperature by taking it out from

the hot plate, the dark colour turns back to yellow colour

powder within a few minutes. Subsequently, in the second

step, the yellow color powder was again annealed on the

aluminium foil surface over the hot plate (at 170 �C) for 10min.

Then, the sample was removed from the hot plate and placed

at room temperature. For comparison, we have prepared two

samples, one from the one-stepmethod and another from the

two-step method. Then, the two samples were characterized

by various characterization techniques.

2.4. Characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD, PW3040/60 X’pert PRD) for the perov-

skites was studied using Cu-Ka radiation (l ¼ 0.1540 nm).

Raman spectra were measured using Lab RAM HR Evolution

Laser-Raman spectrometer with an excitation wavelength of

514 nm. UVeVis diffuse reflectance spectra were performed

using a UV/VIS-NIR double beam spectrophotometer (VAR-

IAN, Cary 5000). TGA analysis was conducted using TG-DTA,

SQT Q600 model. The microstructure of perovskite powders

and elemental composition were characterized using FE-SEM

(Hitachi, S-4800, Japan). The high-resolution transmission

electron microscopy (HR-TEM) was executed using Tecnai F20

G2 operated at 200 kV to evaluate structural and morpholog-

ical information. For HR-TEM analysis, the powder samples

werewell dispersed into the CB and then drop-cast on the gold

grid. In order to vaporize the solvents, the sample grid was

light irradiated using sodium lamb.
Fig. 2 e X-ray diffraction patterns of the perovskites

prepared by one-step (d-FAPbI3), two-step (a-FAPbI3) rapid

annealing method and 4 weeks aged a-FAPbI3 perovskite

prepared by two-step process.
3. Results and discussion

As seen in Fig. 1(b), the photocopy of perovskite powder color

was significantly changed into yellow-to-dark under heating
at 170 �C in air atmosphere; subsequently, the dark color was

reverted at room temperature, in continue to the two-step

rapid annealing method, the powder samples stand with

dark color even after cooling to room temperature. The

noticeable structural changes were further confirmed by XRD.

The XRD spectrum of the perovskite sample was measured

after 4 weeks. Surprisingly, the dark color of the sample was

maintained for 2 weeks, it clearly showed that the a-FAPbI3
perovskite powder is stable for 4 weeks in ambient condition

by preparing the two-step rapid annealing method. Fig. 2

shows XRD spectra of the FAPbI3 powder samples prepared

by one-step two-step rapid annealing method at 170 �C and 4

weeks aged sample. In the one-step method, the perovskite

precursor was rapidly annealed, then the resultant powder

sample was kept down to natural circumstances, and the

sample was directly measured XRD. The perovskite powder

prepared by the one step-methodwas again subjected to rapid

annealing at 170 �C and then cooled to the two-step method’s

temperature. The resultant dark colour powder was used to

carry out the XRD and other characterization studies. The XRD

pattern of the yellow-coloured perovskite prepared by the

one-step method showed as absolutely photo-inactive (hex-

agonal d-FAPbI3) [14]. At room temperature, the black a-FAPbI3
instinctively changes to a more stable yellow d-FAPbI3. How-

ever, the d-FAPbI3 was completely disappeared when the

sample was again subjected to a rapid annealing process. The

most intense diffraction peak positioned at 13.9� agrees to (0

0 1) diffraction planes and the peaks situated at 19.8�, 24.3�,
28.1�, 31.4�, 34.6�, 40.1� and 42.7� are related to (0 1 1) (1 1 1) (0

0 2) (0 1 2) (1 1 2) (0 2 2) and (0 3 3) diffraction planes correspond

to the cubic structure of a-FAPbI3 [15]. The sharp diffraction

peaks specify the high crystallinity of the a-FAPbI3 perovskite.

Interestingly, the a-FAPbI3 perovskite prepared by the two-

step method showed long-time stability at room tempera-

ture. Fig. 2 shows the XRD pattern of the 4 weeks aged

perovskite, which is prepared by a two-step rapid annealing

method. The appeared diffraction planes are corresponding to
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Fig. 3 e (aed) UVevis absorption spectra, bandgap curves, Laser Raman, and TG-DTA curves of perovskites were prepared

by one-step (d-FAPbI3) and two-step (a-FAPbI3) rapid annealing methods.
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a-FAPbI3. No impurity or secondary peaks related to d-FAPbI3
were detected, it shows high stability of the perovskite. The

increasing stability is due to the perovskite’s high crystallinity

by the rapid crystallization process with reducing grain

boundaries.

To investigate this exciting modification in the XRD pat-

terns by one-step and two-step annealing, UVeVis absorption

spectra from both the powder samples were studied, and the

results are presented in Fig. 3(a). The absorption edge shifted

from 550 nm (for d-FAPbI3) to 905 nm (a-FAPbI3 phase) for the

one-step and two-step method, respectively. The optical ab-

sorption of a-FAPbI3is covered the entire visible as well as near

the IR region. The optical band gaps assessed from the

equivalent Tauc plots (Fig. 3(b)), it showed the values of 2.25 eV

and 1.37 eV for d-FAPbI3 and a-FAPbI3, respectively, which is in

good consistent with earlier reports [16].

The Raman spectra for both the perovskites prepared by

one-step and two-step methods performed at room temper-

ature and the obtained result are presented in Fig. 3(c). The d-

phase in Fig. 3(c) exhibits two strong Raman modes cantered

at 108 cm�1 with a low-energy peak at 94 cm�1 [17]. For a

two-step annealed sample, a strong red-shifted peak at

133.5 cm�1 is indicative of the in-plane vibration of cubic a-

phase FAPbI3 [17].
TGA is employed to investigate the thermal stability for the

powder samples, and the obtained results are given in

Fig. 3(d). The TG-study was performed at a nitrogen atmo-

sphere with a temperature increment of 10 �C/min. No drastic

changes were observed from the room temperature to 200 �C
for both samples. The small weight loss (>1%) for the a-FAPbI3
(see magnified curve) may be due to the evaporation of the

atmospheric moisture. Surprisingly, the a-FAPbI3 perovskite

showed high thermal stability (>250 �C) but the d-FAPbI3
perovskite the decomposition started from around 180 �C.
From the thermal study results, it is clearly observed that the

a-FAPbI3 perovskite is having high thermal stability than the

d-FAPbI3 perovskite.

In order to understand the morphological changes with

respect to the rapid annealing process, the structures of the

samples were investigated by FE-SEM. Fig. 4(aec) shows FE-

SEM images of the d-FAPbI3 perovskite with different mag-

nifications. The FE-SEM images are displayed the rod-like

structure of the perovskite. However, the rod structure

was wholly transformed into microstructures crystals when

used the rapid annealed two-step process, as shown in

Fig. 4(eeg). The observed morphology changes are further

confirmed the structural changes from d to a phase of the

perovskite by the successive rapid thermal annealing
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Fig. 4 e (aed) FE-SEM images of d-FAPbI3 with different magnifications and EDAX spectrum (eeh) Micrograph images of

various magnifications of a-FAPbI3 perovskite and corresponding EDAX result.
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process. Along with the phase change, the reduction in

grain boundaries in the powder sample of a-FAPbI3 may

provide improved stability without modifying its composi-

tion. The elemental composition of the perovskite studied

by EDAX analysis as showed in Fig. 4(d) and (h) for d-FAPbI3
and a-FAPbI3, respectively. The dramatic changes in the

perovskites’ structural and morphological changes are

mainly due to the variation of the I/Pb ratio [18]. The

calculated ratio of I to Pb is 3.10 and 3.41 for d-FAPbI3 and a-

FAPbI3, respectively.
To further investigate morphological and structural in-

formation of the perovskites, HR-TEM was performed.

As seen in Fig. 5(aef), fragmented pieces of rods showed

with tiny particles spread over the nods. The rod-like

structure is in good agreement with FE-SEM images. The

high magnified images (Fig. 5(eef)) clearly show that the

rod structure is formed by the tiny particles assembled. The

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the

d-phase perovskite showed a distinguished spot on a

pattern. It clearly indicates a well crystalline hexagonal
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Fig. 5 e (aef) HR-TEM images of d-FAPbI3 perovskite with different magnifications which prepared by the rapid annealed

method. SAED pattern of the corresponding sample showed in inset image of (f).
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crystal structure of the samples. Fig. 6(aef) shows HR-TEM

images of the a-FAPbI3 perovskites with various magnifi-

cations. The perovskite images show larger crystals with
Fig. 6 e (aef) HR-TEM images of a-FAPbI3 perovskite with differ

sample showed in inset image of (E).
random shapes due to the uncontrolled growth during the

rapid annealing. The high-resolution HR-TEM image in

Fig. 6(f) showed well-resolved springs. The d-spacing value
ent magnifications. SAED pattern of the corresponding
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of 0.32 nm of (2 0 0) plane confirms the cubic structure of

the perovskite. The SAED pattern of the a-FAPbI3 distin-

guished pattern confirms the high crystalline nature of the

product by the rapid annealing method.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we have prepared a highly air-stable a-FAPbI3
perovskite on an industrial scale by a facile, rapid annealing

method without using any additives. The structural,

morphology, and optical modifications with respect to the

crystallization of FAPbI3 are demonstrated. The changing opti-

cal absorption and morphology of the samples have clearly

demonstrated that the high quality photoactive cubic structure

formed by the rapid annealing method. The rod-like structure

was dramatically changed into large grains when the powder

annealed rapidly. The large crystals have ascribed the conver-

sion of a to d-phase. The remarkable method for preparing

stable photoactive a-FAPbI3 perovskite crystals reported here

might encourage researchers to apply the perovskite for

industrial-scale using a facile solution-processed for diverse

applications.
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